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Dorado departs from the typical explorer yacht style and arrange-
ment, and brings a fresh approach to solving the aspects of mixing 

part exploration vessel and part luxury yacht. Clean, simple lines 
de�ne the shape of the hull and the decks above, while a seamless 
superstructure takes its styling cue from modern vehicles. Hidden 
sat domes and deck hardware complement the clean look. You'll 

�nd a jacuzzi pool with swim up bar, a settee, full bar with cooking 
equipment, and an alfresco dining table for ten on the main deck 

aft. All of which is covered by an awning with retractable glass roof. 
On the Guest Deck, a full spa with indoor / outdoor pool and a 

raised area at the bow with seating make enjoying the outdoors 
simple. The Observation Deck is a great place for whale spotting 

with its large walk around sun bed.  
 Dorado's interior balances style and luxury with informality. Matte 
chrome, dark wood, and hints of red de�ne the color scheme. Miss-
ing is the typical starboard foyer, which is replaced by a grand cen-

tral stair and lift. The stair is topped by a large glass roof letting light 
in all the way down to the Lower Deck through frosted glass �oors. 
Four guest suites and a kid’s room can be found on the guest deck. 
This level was chosen for the staterooms to maximize views and let 
each have an outdoor deck area. A master suite takes up nearly two 
thirds of the of Bridge Deck. An o�ce, sitting room, bath, and large 

wardrobe complete the rear facing bedroom. 
 Dorado not only meets, but exceeds the owner’s wishes. All of his 

specially requested areas are on board along with an area he'll most 
likely be spending more time than his wife wishes, a man cave. Here 
he can showcase a car or two, watch the game on Sundays, or enjoy 

a game of pool on the self leveling billiards table. 


